TRIESTER THREE

LDG 720: ORG. REDESIGN & INNOVATION

APPLYING INNOVATION
REQUIRED  By: O’SULLIVAN
EDITION: 2008
PUBLISHER: CENGAGE  ISBN: 9781412954556

LDG 730: TRANSFORMATIONAL LEADERSHIP

BEYOND CHANGE MANAGEMENT: HOW TO ACHIEVE...
REQUIRED  By: ANDERSON
EDITION: 2ND
PUBLISHER: WILEY, JOHN &  ISBN: 9780470648087
SONS

THE CHANGE LEADER’S ROADMAP: HOW TO NAVIGATE...
REQUIRED  By: ANDERSON
EDITION: 2ND
PUBLISHER: WILEY, JOHN &  ISBN: 9780470648063
SONS

LDG 740: STRATEGIC PLANNING & IMPLEMENTATION

CRAFTING & EXECUTING STRATEGY: THE QUEST FOR...
REQUIRED  By: MYERS &HANSEN
EDITION: 20TH

ALL SECTIONS IN THE MSOL PROGRAM REQUIRE THE SAME TEXTBOOK